HOLIDAYS’ PACKAGE S2A&B
1. Geography Holidays’ Package S1 A&B
1a) Briefly define the term Geography.
b) Giving specific reasons, explain why Eratosthenes is very important in Geography.
c) i) Describe the difference between “Physical Geography” and ”Human and Economic
Geography”
ii) Name and describe four sub- branches of Human Geography
d) Explain how knowledge of population Geography can help a government with planning and
development strategies.
e) List two categories of classifying geographical information and give two examples of sources
in each category.
f) How does studying Geography help you to become a better citizen?
g) How Geography links to other subjects that you are studying?
h) Using a form of an essay, support this statement “studying Geography is important in
Rwanda’s education system”.
2.a) Name the element of a good map and explain the purpose of each element.
b) Define a sketch map
c) Give out the steps of drawing a sketch map
d) State the difference between a topographical map and aerial photography
e) Explain the ways humans can use their surroundings in a sustainable way.
f)i. Define an atlas index
ii. What are the elements of an atlas index?
3. a) Define the term “universe”
b) Outline the component of the universe
c) With specific examples, define the term planet
d) Differentiate between constellation and galaxy
e) Name the components of the solar system.
f) Distinguish between inner planets and outer planets.
g) From your own observation, how would you describe the changing appearance of the
moon at different times?
h) Find out the components that make the earth unique.
i) Explain the two earth movements and
j) Discuss the effects of each earth movement
4. i) Calculate the time at Alexandria located at 300 East when the time at Greenwich is noon
ii) It is 2:00 pm at Greenwich, what is the time at Kinshasa which is located at 150East?
5. a) Explain why it is important to conserve our environment
b) Describe the composition of the external structure of the earth
c) By using a well- labeled diagram, identify the parts that make up the internal structure of
the earth
6.a) Identify the relief forms.
b) Differentiate between slope, altitude and Contours
c) Explain how the relief features of Rwanda influence human activities
7. a)State the types of rocks and explain their mode of formation .
b) Explain three ways by which metamorphic rocks are formed.
c) Using specific example, describe the importance of rocks to the economy of Rwanda
8. (a) Define the term weather.

(b) Differentiate between weather and climate.
c) State the elements of weather.
d) Define the term atmosphere.
e) With the help of a diagram, describe the major layers or zones that form the atmosphere.
9. (a) Define the term ozone layer.
(b) Explain the importance of the ozone layer to humans and wildlife at large.
c) Explain the meaning of depletion of the depletion of the ozone layer depletion.
d) Analyse the causes of the ozone layer.
(e) What are atmospheric windows). State and explain the effects of atmospheric windows
on the environment.
f) Discuss the importance of atmosphere to humans and to the environment.
10. a) State and explain any three factors that influence the atmospheric pressure of a given
area.
b) Explain the effects of atmospheric pressure on temperature and winds.
11. Differentiate between katabatic and anabatic winds.
12. Identify the different types of winds.
13. State the different types of clouds.
14. Outline the factors that influence climate.
15. Name the major climatic zones in the world.
16. Explain how climate has influenced human activities in the world.
17. Explain the importance of vegetation to the economy of Rwanda.
18. Aided by a diagram explain the three stage of a river profile.
19. Why is it important to protect water bodies?
20. Identify and describe five drainage patterns.
21. Discuss how human activities affect water bodies.
22. Explain the causes of floods and how to control them.
23. Explain the following geographical terms:
a) birth rate b) death rate c) population density d) population structure
e) population growth
24. Outline the examples of professionals who provide services to people in the country.
25. Demonstrate how to determine bearing and direction on a map.
26. Evaluate the importance of photographs
27. a) Explain the causes of folding
b) Describe the resultant features of folding
c) Discuss the effects of folding
28. a) Differentiate between folding and faulting/
b) Explain two landforms resulting from faulting.
c) Discuss the effects of faulting.
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